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• Ethiopian Cargo & Logistics Services, the largest air 
cargo network operator in Africa, has been crowned 
with 'Cargo Airline of The Year' and 'Best Cargo Arline -
Africa' at the Air Cargo News Awards 2022.



Ethiopian Crowned with Two Prestigious Awards at Air Cargo News 
Awards 2022

Ethiopian Cargo & Logistics 
Services, the largest air cargo 

network operator in Africa, has 
been crowned with 'Cargo Airline 

of The Year' and 'Best Cargo 
Arline - Africa' at the Air Cargo 

News Awards 2022. In a 
ceremony held in London on 16 
September 2022, Ethiopian has 

been crowned with the two 
awards in the presence of cargo 
leaders from across the globe.



Ethiopian airlines, Geven-Sky Tecno partner to supply Boeing with insulation 

blankets

Ethiopian Airlines and Geven-Sky Tecno inaugurate a 
state-of-the-art facility for the manufacturing of 
Insulation Blankets for Boeing 737 MAX airplanes. 
Similarly, Ethiopian Airlines, Africa’s biggest Airline sets 
its eyes to expand its manufacturing hub in one of the 
industrial parks in the country.

As indicated on the official inauguration ceremony held 
on Wednesday, September 21, 2022 in the attendance of 
senior government officials, diplomats, and the 
management team of the airlines, the two companies 
committed to jointly manufacture the products in Italy 
and Ethiopia, as a supplier to the Boeing Company.



Ethiopian Airlines Inaugurates Flights to Amman

Celebrating the launch of its first destination in China was 
Ethiopian airlines Executive Officer Mesfin Tasew, who said the 
flight will also further strengthen the economic ties between 
Ethiopia and Jordan.
The inclusion of Amman in Ethiopian route map will increase 
the cities we serve in the Middle East to 13.
Ethiopian commands the lion’s share of the Pan African 
passenger network operating the youngest and most modern 
fleet to 130 international destinations across five continents.
Meanwhile, Ethiopian Airlines has been chosen as the core 
investor and partner for Nigeria’s new flag carrier, according to 
media reports.



Thanks to the business strategy and quick business decision, we 
then shifted our operation to cargo by boosting our capacity 
and transported over 50 Million test kits to Canada and US 
through pacific. This operation is a unique success story of 
Ethiopian in Korea Market.

Right after the resumption of passenger service and the lifting 
of COVID-19 quarantine restriction in April, we made a great 
milestone recording the second highest number of passengers 
from Korea to Japan . Incheon Airport awarded us for an 
excellent performance in network rebooting, contributing to 
the early recovery of summer peak season operations. 
Ethiopian was among the 8 excellent performing airlines 
awarded out of nearly 70 airlines that operate to/from Korea.

The operation of a unique success story of Ethiopian in Korea Market



Ethiopian Holiday’s







Little moments yet our biggest memories.




